This paper presents a historical introduction to the field of Robotic Astronomy, from the point of view of a scientist working in this field for more than a decade. The author discusses the basic definitions, the differing telescope control operating systems, observatory managers, as well as a few current scientific applications.
Introduction
Early designs of what can be considered precursors to robots started in the First Century A.D. in Byzantium, Alexandria, and other places, but the first automatons called "robots" appeared in 1921 following the name of "robot" by the Czech writer KarelČapek who took it from his brother Josef [1] . See Figure 1 . Years later (1941), Isaac Asimov coined the word "Robotics" [2] for the science and technology of robots, and their design, manufacture, and application.
But what is a robot? Hereby the author introduces some widely accepted definitions.
Robot: A mechanical system that executes repetitive preprogrammed remote tasks with good accuracy with human assistance. Example: Industrial robotic arm.
Teleoperated Robot: A mechanical system that executes various remote tasks with good accuracy and whose behaviour can be dynamically modified with human assistance. Example: Submarine research robots.
Autonomous Robot: A mechanical system which executes various remote simple tasks with good accuracy and is able to adapt itself to changes during the task execution without any kind of human assistance. Example: Rovers devoted to planetary research.
Intelligent Robot: An automatic device which is capable of performing many complex tasks with seemingly human intelligence.
The first attempts to robotize telescopes were developed by astronomers after electromechanical interfaces to computers became common at observatories. Computer control is the most powerful technique for research today, but computer systems are inherently low voltage and are very suspectable to electrical noise. Thus putting electromechanical devices under computer control was particularly challenging. Early examples were expensive, had limited capabilities, and included a large number of unique subsystems, both in hardware and software. This contributed to a lack of progress in the development of robotic telescopes early in their history, but the situation was going to change rapidly.
Similarly, the abovementioned definitions can be extended to Robotic Astronomical Observatories (following the consensus reached after 1 hour of discussion amongst the 80 participants who attended the "Workshop in Robotic Autonomous Observatories," held in Málaga (Spain) on May 18-21, 2009) as follows.
Automated Scheduled Telescope [Robot]:
A telescope that performs pre-programmed observations without immediate help of a remote observer (e.g., avoiding an astronomer moving of the mount by hand). 
Remotely Operated (remote) Telescope [Teleoperated Robot]:
A telescope system that performs remote observations following the request of an observer.
Robotic Autonomous Observatory [Autonomous Robot]:
A telescope that performs various remote observations and is able to adapt itself to changes during the task execution without any kind of human assistance (e.g., weather monitoring; the system must not endanger a human!).
Robotic Intelligent Observatory [Intelligent Robot]:
A robotic observatory in which decisions will be taken by an artificial intelligent system. The next step forward!
Robotic Autonomous Observatories:
A Brief History
In the light of the abovementioned facts and definitions, we can establish the following approximate chronology.
1968-1975:
The Automated Scheduled Telescopes. The history of robotic telescopes is closely related to the development of automated photoelectric telescopes (APTs). The first one was built by A. C. Code and some of his associates at the University of Wisconsin. A prototype was built by A. Code by the mid 1960s and operated for two or three nights before failing. Once repaired, it operated for other few nights, and was used by B. Millis for gathering data on Cepheids for his Dissertation. In 1968, they used one of the first minicomputers, a DEC PDP-8 with 4 K of RAM, for controlling a 0.2 m reflector telescope with a photometer placed at the prime focus (see Figure 2 ). The instrument was identical to the one used in the Orbiting Astrophysical Observatory Program: Code envisioned the use of telescopes in the space and later became codirector of the Space Telescope Science Institute. The instrument was used to measure a fixed sequence (from punched paper tape) of bright stars throughout the night to determine the nightly extinction for the larger telescopes [3] and can be considered the first automated scheduled telescope. By the same time (c.1968), the 50-inch B&C telescope in Kitt Peak was automated . . . for one night: the system was too complex and not reliable enough. A 0.15 m f/8 Cassegrain telescope was the next one to be automated in 1970 [5] . All together, they paved the way and several publications on the field were already available by 1975 [6] [7] [8] .
1975-1984:
The Remotely Operated Telescopes. In 1975, a 0.75 m telescope was fully automated allowing remote operation via a microwave link [9] and in 1976-1977 the Big Telescope Alt-azimuthal 6 m telescope in Caucasus [10] and the Wyoming InfraRed Observatory 2.3 m telescope [11] became the first large telescopes to be controlled by a computer. In the late 1970s an IBM 1800 was used by G. Henry and K. Kissell for automated photometry whereas the 0.9 m Indiana University telescope was computerized by K. Honeycutt et al. See also [12] .
Following previous works in late 1970s and early 1980s, the first system which executed repetitive predefined tasks was achieved on the night of 13 of October 1983, when Boyd and Genet run the Phoenix T1 0.25 m diameter telescope in Boyd's backyard observatory in Phoenix, Arizona [13] . Boyd and Genet watched the telescope automatically find center and make UBV photometric measurements on star after star and finally went to bed. The telescope ran successfully all night, and almost every clear night for the next quarter century. It was recently retired. Also in 1983, M. Bartels computerized a small telescope using a Commodore 64 computer.
Two years later (1985), a book by Trueblood and Genet was a landmark engineering study in the field [14] . One of this book's achievements was pointing out many reasons, some quite subtle, why telescopes could not be reliably pointed using only basic astronomical calculations. The concepts explored in this book share a common heritage with the telescope mount error modelling software called Tpoint, which emerged from the first generation of large automated telescopes in the 1970s, notably the 3.9 m Anglo-Australian Telescope ( Figure 3 ). La Palma (Canary Islands, Spain) was jointly automated by Copenhagen University Observatory (Denmark) and the Real Instituto y Observatorio de la Armada en San Fernando (Spain) and became in 1984 one of the very first autonomous observatories [16] ; see Figure 4 .
1984-2000: The Era of Autonomous
The first automated telescopes in autonomous observatories were able to start on a preprogrammed sequence of photometric measurements if the sky was clear. This was the case of the Automated Photoelectric Telescope (APT) service, a computer-driven system in Mount Hopkins (U.S.) which knew when the Sun set and checked for rain snow, and so forth [17] . See Figure 5 .
The In 1987-88 Genet managed to control a telescope with commands sent over internet. In 1988 M. Bartels used an IBM 286 AT to control Alt/Az devices. The same year Gray computerized an equatorial mount and Taki described a twostar Alt/Az alignment routine [19] .
Thus, the first robots were telescopes with an absolute positioning control and guiding systems. Observatories with automatic weather stations were gradually being introduced in astronomical observatories.
The Berkeley Automated Imaging Telescopes (0.5 m and 0.76 m diameter telescopes) were used at the astronomy department's Leuschner Observatory in 1992 and 1994 for detailed monitoring of transient objects and for conducting the Leuschner Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS). The 0.76 m Katzman Automated Imaging Telescope (KAIT) in Lick Observatory (Figure 6 ) saw first light in 1998 and is still working nowadays and has proven to be very successful in the search for nearby supernovae [20] .
The Perugia University Automated Imaging Telescope (0.4 m diameter; see Figure 7 ) in Italy started monitoring blazars in 1992 [21] , nearly simultaneously with the 0.8 m Catania Automatic Photoelectric Telescope [22] . The Bradford Robotic Telescope (UK) has been operating via the web since 1993 and accepts requests from anyone and could be considered as one of the first instruments entirely devoted to educational purposes [23] . The 0.5 m f/1 Automated Patrol Telescope [24] run by the University of South Wales (Australia) and the University of Iowa Robotic Telescope Facility (0.37 m diameter Rigel telescope at Winer Observatory in AZ [25]) joined later (1994). The second one was devoted to undergraduate education and independent research projects.
In 1997, one of the first robotic amateur observatories achieved first light: the Hanna City Robotic Observatory, which made use of a 0.2 m Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope [26] . And at about the same time, the CWRU Nassau station 0.9 m telescope was probably among the first professionalclass instrument publicly available over the internet [27] .
And by the end of the 1990s the number of automated telescopes (mostly professional ones) increased substantially with many of them devoted to gamma-ray burst (GRB) followup observations: GROSCE (1993, a wide-field lens system prototype which later gave rise to ROTSE, in the U.S. [29] ), LOTIS (1996, a wide-field lens system in Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in the U.S. [30] ), ROTSE (1998, a wide-field lens system starting in Los Alamos National Laboratories, U.S. [31] ), BOOTES (1998, starting initially with a 0.2 m telescope and a wide-field lens system located in south Spain [32] ), TAROT (1998, a robotic 0.25 m telescope in France [33] , and BART (2000, a 0.2 m telescope wide-field system in Czech Republic [34] ). During this decade, several global networks of automated telescopes were proposed by several scientists [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Although none of them became a reality, their ideas inspired others for the next decade.
2001-Present: The Era of Robotic Autonomous Observatories Networks.
A plethora of robotic autonomous observatories (hereafter RAOs) had first light in the first decade of the 21st century: RAPTOR (2002, an array of wide-field lenses of different diameter [44] in the U.S.; see Figure 8 ), REM (2003, a 60 cm robotic nIR telescope in Chile [45] ), and many others which we cannot discuss here and are quoted in [46] .
They were joined as well by the first global networks: ROTSE-III (four 0.45 m telescopes in Australia, Namibia, Turkey, and U. How are RAOs distributed worldwide? The number of RAOs on Earth is increasing with more that 100 so far of which nearly 80% are in Europe and in the U.S. (see Figure 9 ). It is strange why there are no robotic instrumentations in some of the best astronomical locations in the North Hemisphere like Mount Maidanak (Uzbekistan), Khurel Togoot (Mongolia), or San Pedro Mártir (México). [51] . Further Galactic searches for variable objects have been carried out with the ROTSE-III and BOOTES networks of robotic telescopes (see Figure 10) , amongst many others. Besides ROTSE-III successful searches for GRB afterglows, BOOTES and ROBONET are both being used for followup observations of GRB and microlensing events.
Science and Technology with Robotic Autonomous Observatories
The Perugian AIT was mainly dedicated to the automatic optical variability monitoring of blazars [52] , as well as BART. ROTSE-III has been also used for SN searches and many of the RAOs have also been partially devoted to the followup of transient events like supernovae or GRB afterglows.
An exhaustive list describing the main achievements of RAOs worldwide is beyond the scope of this manuscript. Instead we report the scientific use of RAOs (Table 1) with the number of instruments as a function of the telescope diameter in Table 2 . Advances in Astronomy can be either Open or Closed source and specific control systems (like the one for the 10.4 m GTC telescope at La Palma, Figure 11 ).
Observatory Managers.
There are several observatory managers already available.
ATIS (Automatic Telescope Instruction Set).
It is designed initially in 1984 by Boyd et al. (Arizona) and expanded over the years [53] ; ATIS allows many options for real time, lowlevel AI type of control for both aperture photometry, and CCD imaging. The overall system includes provisions for weather sensors, observatory control, and so forth. 
OCAAS (Observatory Control and Astronomical Analysis Software

Open-or Close-Loop Systems.
In an open-loop system, a robotic telescope system points itself and collects its data without inspecting the results of its operations to ensure that it is operating properly. An open-loop telescope is sometimes said to be operating on faith, in that if something goes wrong, there is no way for the control system to detect it and compensate. A closed-loop system has the capability to evaluate its operations through redundant inputs to detect errors. A common such input would be the capability of evaluating the system's images to ensure that it was pointed at the correct field of view when they were exposed. 
Massive Data Production and Data Analysis
Until all of the data are analyzed, the robotic observations are worthless. Are all researchers prepared to handle the huge data flow? For instance, the data production of fast imager devices attached to a robotic telescope, could be as high as ∼2 TB/night.
Archiving the data is also most essential. In this era, new generations of powerful tools are being built that rely on reaching transparently across the Internet to query remote services. In order to provide a truly useful service, RAOs should make their data archive available to such tools. The International Virtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA) [60] exists to develop interoperability standards, and RAOs should develop our archive access portal in accordance with those standards [61, 62] .
Automatic pipelines able to deliver reliable data products written by capable analysts and computer programmers are a must in order to deliver the data products timely [63, 64] . The real-time analysis of the data is mandatory if we want to fully exploit the data and to be able to alert other observatories for followup observations (see, e.g., [65] ).
Education and Public Outreach
An important mission of any robotic telescope could be the possibility of using a fraction of its time for education and public outreach purposes. In this respect, Robotic telescopes can be operated in two ways: (i) Direct Mode: remote control with the user directly controlling the telescope using a web/IP cam checking also for weather conditions, and so forth,
(ii) Service Mode: where the user requests and observation is taken by the telescope and returned at a later date. Often called queue scheduling.
In Direct Mode, one person has control of the telescope, although others can watch the system operating. The observer receives the image as soon as the telescope has made the observation. This is most essential in case of real-time demonstrations.
In Service Mode, each person adds his request to the "input pool". The queue-scheduling computer system then sorts and grades the requests according to the observing details and weather conditions. It aggregates similar requests and creates an observing schedule that it passes to the telescope system. When the observation has been made, an email should be automatically sent to the user who made the request giving details of the location of the image file(s).
The Future Beyond 2010: The Era of Intelligent Robotic Astronomical Networks
This is the following step, where human assistance in the taking of decisions will be placed by an artificial intelligent system. This is starting to be developed nowadays [66] .
Where to get next? With some instruments already planned for Antarctica [67] , the far side of the moon is very promising, where straylight and electromagnetic interference are at minimum. Then new drives operating at 1 revolution per month under 1/6th gravity will need to be designed. Telescope-drive engineers and scientists will go on.
Conclusions
Since 1984, robotic telescopes have opened a new field in Astrophysics in terms of optimizing the observing time. Most of the existing one-hundred facilities can be considered autonomous robotic observatories (RAOs) with some of them being able to provide prereduced data.
Archiving the data in VO standards and timely analysis (in real-time if possible!) by specific pipelines is not available in most of them, which seriously compromises the new developments of the future intelligent robotic observatories (the next step forward).
In any case, the big advantage of RAOs is that they can be placed in remote locations where human life conditions will be hostile: Antarctica now [68] and the Moon (why not?) in the near future.
